The paper presents the experimental findings proving the need for the development of anticipatory competence of future non-science specialists as a component of their professional competence. The objective of the research is to improve the level of anticipatory skills of university students at verbal and cogitative and communicative levels via a developmental training programme. Anticipatory skills in a speech activity are considered as a factor of adequacy of communicative situations and effectiveness of interpersonal interaction. The results collected after comparing the features of speech anticipations before and after the training demonstrate how the development of predictive abilities at speech, cogitative and communicative levels contributes to a high level of situational adaptability in various communicative situations. The anticipatory competence training programme of future non-science specialists has proved its effectiveness. The qualitative assessment of changes in terms of anticipation at speech, cogitative and communicative levels has allowed toascertain the productivity of the proposed method.
Introduction

Actualizing the Problem
The relevance of the research is justified by the currently discussed issues of training of non-science students, namely by the issues of formation of professional competence (Teasley, Archuleta, & Miller, 2014) . Professional competence proper is a system of professional pedagogical and subject knowledge and skills (Watson & Fox, 2015) . Organization of psychological and pedagogical conditions of the educational process for the development of professional competence (Garet et al., 2001; Torkunova et al., 2014; Rakhmanova et al., 2014; Ganieva et al., 2014; Vlasova et al., 2015) as a complex and multi-level system should be implemented when all of its components (educational, communicative, social, personal, anticipatory competences) are taken into consideration (Shen-Miller, Schwartz-Mette& Sickle, 2014 ). Achievement of a high level of social (Judge, Bono, & Ilies, 2002) and professional competence of non-science and pedagogical staff (Zhuravlev & Sergienko, 2012) requires a high level of education (Hadar & Brody, 2010) , mastering the means of cognitive and practical activities, situational adaptability in many different communicative situations, a high level of proficiency and the ability to anticipating the course of events that determine adaptive behaviour (Hardré, Ling, Shehab, & Herron, 2014) .
Explore Importance of the Problem
In modern science researchers are attracted by a person's anticipation as an ability to act and take certain decisions with a specific time and spatial anticipation regarding the anticipated future events. To date, there has been carried out profound research of neurophysiological, psychophysiological foundations of anticipation (Nichiporenko & Mendelevich, 2006) , the role of anticipation in providing cognitive processes, special aspects of probabilistic forecasting in health and disease (Abitov, 2013; Akhmetzyanova, 2014) , the development of anticipation in early ontogeny (Sergienko, 1997) , anticipation in selected activities. development of anticipatory (prognostic) skills (Cheraneva, 2013) . Accordingly, the scientific and practical interest lies in the development and implementation of the programme aimed at the building of anticipatory consistency as a component of social and professional competence of future professionals.
Nevertheless, the issue of the development of predictive abilities in a variety of activities and social institutions has not been researched fully at the current stage of the development of science. There still remain unresolved features of anticipation on the communicative level. Anticipation in interpersonal interaction has been little studied both theoretically and experimentally, although the importance of the issue is clearly recognized. Research of anticipatory skills, as well as the works the subject study of which were the elements of social competence, admit a significant role of anticipation in the situation of interaction between the subject and the subject.
Definition of Anticipation
Anticipatory skills begin to form since birth under the influence of natural instincts and training, but the highest levels of anticipation (speech, cogitative and communicative) develop only in early adolescence (Sergienko, 1997) . Qualitative improvement of thinking in adolescence as a mediated and generalized reflection of reality involves the establishment of cause-and-effect relationships in the long term, consideration of the probabilistic nature of the future, the conclusiveness of the forecast. Anticipation allows the formation of goal-setting and formation of time perspective of the subject of the activity. Shaping a world-view affect the motivation of the individual in their youth (Kalatzkaya, Kostyunina, & Drozdikova-Zaripova, 2014) when the leading motives are connected with life plans, and self-determination requires the development of correct value judgments in respect of others and appropriate assessment of expectations from others (Lisitzinaet al., 2014; Ganieva et al., 2015) .
Adolescence is a time of professional self-determination of the individual. Accordingly, an essential condition for the development of anticipatory skills at the highest levels is vocational training and professional activities. Developing the ability to predict in a targeted training is much more intense rather than spontaneous.
Status of a Problem
In her study Regush (2003) writes that in the process of training in pedagogical colleges improvement of skills to predict should take place by the end of training. First-year students normally lack connection between the indices of the same quality of thinking. Graduate students can display relative independence of the thought processes from the type of predictive asks. During the training the development of thought processes create an opportunity for the formation of the ability to predict events through the mastery of professional expertise.
In the course of vocational training anticipation enables goal setting, goal formation and forming of a time perspective of the subject of activity. Obviously, anticipation processes play a significant role in professional activities. If the issue of anticipatory activity of a specialist has been little studied, the issue of anticipation of pupils in domestic and foreign psychology remains unfinished. The analysis of research in this area has shown that, in general, the authors proposed various models of social and communicative competence (Shishova, 2014; Epstein & Hundert, 2002) , paying little attention to the development anticipatory (prognostic) abilities. Accordingly, the scientific and practical interest lies in the development and implementation of programmes for the development of anticipatory skills as a component of professional competence of future specialists. Based on the above mentioned contradiction, there has been formulated a scientific challenge of how to enhance academic students' anticipatory skills at verbal, cogitative and communicative levels by means of a developing training programme.
Methodology of the Research
The Tasks of the Research
The following goals were set to achieve the objective:
-To develop and test a program of the development of probabilistic prediction in a group of first-year university students; -To study university students' anticipatory abilities on a communicative level (personal and situational anticipatory consistency) before and after the developmental programme; -To determine the nature of time perception and chronometric features of university students before and after the developmental programme; -To assess the level of development of university students' verbal and cogitative processes (flexibility and critical thinking, productivity and capacity of associative processes) before and after the developmental www.ccsenet.org/res Review of European Studies Vol. 7, No. 5; 2015 programme;
-To identify significant differences in the level of development of the verbal, cogitative and communicative anticipatory abilities of the university students participating in the anticipation developmental programme and the students in the control group.
Methodology and Empirical Methods
When studying anticipation, of great significance were the general psychological patterns of the mechanisms revealed by such Russian psychologists as Lomov and Surkov (1980), Mendelevich (2006) , Sergienko (1997) .
When considering anticipation in verbal activity of particular importance was R. Frumkina's concept, according to whom in speech mechanisms there is a hierarchical organization of the elements of speech, corresponding to the frequency of their occurrence in a person's speech activity. There were also taken into account the main doctrine provisions on the impact of the awareness of general idea of an utterance on speech prediction. An important position in the study of speech anticipation features in semantic perception of linguistic resources is the notion of a two-level prediction (semantic and verbal hypotheses levels) that are thoroughly described in the works of Zimnyaya (2001) . A significant component of the theoretical framework of the study was the doctrine by Regush (2003) on the structure of the ability to predict in the learning process at a university and during actual teaching.
As diagnostic tools of anticipation on verbal and cogitative level there was used a method of obtaining subjective frequency assessment of words, a method of restoration of "noisy" words, a method of gap filling, and a direct association test. To diagnose prognostic communicative abilities there was used a test on anticipatory consistency (Mendelevich, 2006) . To study the viability and flexibility of thinking there was chosen a method of an "Open Envelope". To study the temporal orientation of the person there was used a "Time perception" method. The level of anticipation ability was examined by the test of Regush (2003) . The following statistical methods for data processing were used: descriptive statistics, t-Student's criterion).
Survey Sample
The group of the subjects was made up of the first and second year students of the Institute of Pedagogy and Psychology of Kazan Federal University. The group of 100 people was divided equally into the experimental and control groups. The experimental group consisted of the students who participated in the training "Development of anticipatory abilities" after the first stage of the test. Upon completion of developmental activities there was carried out a repeated diagnostics. The study was based on the formative assessment.
Training Description
The proposed training programme on anticipatory consistency of soon-to-be non-science specialists was designed in such a way as to create conditions for the development of prognostic abilities on verbal, cogitative and communicative levels of anticipation.
Training objective: to provide an opportunity for the subjects to evaluate the level of ability to predict and develop anticipatory abilities and an opportunity to display them in different situations.
The main objectives (targets) of the training: -The ability to predict verbal behaviour in order to select appropriate lexical units.
The training included the exercises aimed at the development of the ability to predict people's behaviour, turns of everyday life situations, planning of life prospects, forecasting of professional situations, as well as exercises on associative and flexible thinking.
Results
While studying the students' anticipatory consistency on a communicative level there were obtained certain results. As a result of corrective measures the proportion of the subjects who demonstrated a normative type of probabilistic forecasting increased significantly (p ≤ 0.05). Predicting life events and situations, spatial and time www.ccsenet.org/res Vol. 7, No. 5; 2015 anticipation became adequate. The students noted that after the experimental exposure they purposefully excluded the single-version prediction.
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In assessing the level of anticipatory abilities development it was revealed that the training contributed to the development of anticipatory abilities, since the data obtained from the experimental group increased significantly (p ≤ 0.01). Comparing the results of the test in the experimental group before and after the training, the following trends can be noted. Prior to the developmental activities the subjects mainly gave a one-sided analysis of the situation and thought over only one outcome. This result indicated a mono-variant prediction accompanied by criticality and rigidity of thinking. Inability to give diversified prediction of the future and reactions to their own behaviour can lead to inefficient interaction with other people and reduces productivity of activities.
After the training, the subjects mainly chose a comprehensive analysis of the situation with different variants of the outcome of events, as well as the most appropriate action was considered prediction of the situation and the analysis of the situation first, and then move to specific actions in order to achieve a given goal. The developmental activities helped form a norm-variant type of forecasting with a sufficient set of outcome.
Changing the type of prediction allowed the students to adequately comprehend the reality and adapt to it.
The study of temporal decentration (time perception) and chronometric features of university students showed that in all three groups the majority of the subjects are highly focused on the present. Also, there are quite high figures demonstrating the students' orientation toward the future, or both toward the present and the future. This may indicate a students' desire not only to know the present but to build short and long life plans. Decentration into the future is linked with responsibility, prediction of the consequences of decisions taken and assessment of their capabilities in their implementation. Determination, as a trait of character reflecting the unity of will and intellect, is characteristic of people oriented to the future.
The study of the student's anticipatory abilities on a verbal and cogitative level was carried out in two ways: when predicting individual lexical units and using verbal communications. The level of development of the students' mental operations in the second part of the experiment increased. As a result of the training, the students demonstrated a higher degree of flexibility of thinking and a greater variability in solving problems. The average level of productivity of mental operations was demonstrated only by 18% of the subjects, and a high level was typical for 82% respectively.
According to the analysis of the average results obtained by the t-criterion, significant differences were detected in the experimental group before and after the training (p≤0.05). These differences indicate that the subjects learned to predict their actions to achieve accurate results. Also, this result confirms an increase in the efficiency of task completion and indicates a high level of flexibility and forward-thinking in a group of students that attended classes on the development of anticipation on verbal, cogitative and communicative levels.
To determine the efficiency of associations the subjects did a Direct Association Test. In all three groups, the number of central reactions always reached the standard value thus indicating language fluency and a sufficient level of verbal development of the subjects. Prior to the developmental activities, according to the grammatical criterion, the first-year students mainly demonstrated a syntagmatic type of response, namely the complexity of thinking. According to the paradigmatic type of verbal and cogitative processes there were revealed significant differences between the students in the control group and the students attending classes on anticipation development (p≤0.01). Consequently, the anticipation ability developmental program on verbal, cogitative and communicative levels actually enhances productivity of verbal and cogitative processes. To study the students' probabilistic organization of idiolexicona method for obtaining a subjective frequency words was used. The experiment involves presenting students a set of stimulus words (40 nouns in Russian) in order to scalethem in accordance with the subjective perception of their frequencies. The stimulus words were selected in such a way that the list contained high-frequency (20) and a low-frequency words (20), as well as non-existent "anchor" words (6). Paradoxical coefficient P was used as a number convenient for the description of the degree of difference of points of one student from the points of a group of the subjects. There was made a "turning" table which is the result of a simple transformation of matrix of distribution of points X ij. Instead of the X ij points there was used 100-X ij. Each word was indicated by a point distribution, median, mode of distribution, minimum and maximum of penalty points. Deviation of a student's points from the mode of distribution of a group's points was calculated as "penalty points". An individual point of the frequency of a word which coincided with the mode referred to zero penalty. To describe a subject's general performance the paradoxical coefficient P was calculated according to the formula:
, with  i -the amount of collected "fines" by a certain student, and  min -a minimum possible amount of fines in a group. The more a student's points coincide with the mode the closer the value of P to 1.
To study the peculiarities of construction of a subjective verbal prediction of the subjects a method of noisy words was used. The subjects were given a set of words in which some letters were replaced by dashes. The task of the subjects was to reconstruct the "noisy" words. For each stimulus word there was known in advance the whole set of possible fillers with the word-fillers obviously differing in frequency of occurrence in speech. The subjects were required to give only one answer. There was no time limit. The subjects' activity was assessed depending on what words were selected as answers-more or less frequent ones. It was assumed that in the case of normally occurring prediction processes the subject had to give as an answer to each stimulus a more frequent word out of several possible fillings, and in case of abnormal actions-a less frequent one.
The set of stimuli consisted of 10 models (an Infinitive) with 6-7 optional fillings for each one. The result of the experiment was distribution of median points of frequency word-fillers with the score points (+2, +1, 0, -1, -2) corresponding to the five intervals which contained their medians. The subjects' activity is described by B Vol. 7, No. 5; 2015 142 coefficient which varies from 0 to 1 and is calculated by the formula:
, with  i -the sum of points scored by a certain subject;  max -highest possible score;  min -minimum possible score. B = 1 represents the best possible performance when the total score of the subject is equal to the maximum possible sum of points.
The results of the experimental group improved significantly after the developmental programme. This is confirmed by both the individual data and the t-test data. Significant differences were detected in the experimental group before and after the training (r≤0.01) as well as in the control and experimental group after the training (r≤0.01). The qualitative analysis of the responses of the subjects allowed to explain the content of the identified changes in the structure of the internal lexicon. It should be noted that if before the training many of the words were characterized by a large scale of individual points, then after the training the responses became clearer and more specific. In general, in all the three groups the subjects, firstly, identified correctly which type (frequent or rare words) a specific stimulus referred to, and, secondly, indicated the degree of difference between the stimuli within the same type. Thus, we can conclude that anticipatory abilities in verbal activity when updating certain lexical units in the subjects of all the three groups are at a sufficient level of development, but after taking part in special developmental programmes anticipatory abilities tend to improve at a verbal level.
In our research the study of anticipation at the semantic perception of speech was based on Ebbinghaus's method which consists of two texts with gaps for phrases in every sentence. The subject was asked to fill in the gaps to complete a story. The following factors were used when processing the results: the total number of response options used in each group of the subjects; the speed of word selection; the adequacy of the choice of lexical units; the probabilistic nature of the selected lexical units (frequency distribution for each gap); difficulties in finding the required words; the pattern of gap filling: aspiration of the subject to match occurring semantic hypothesis with the contents of the text, aspiration to maintain a meaningful connection of the sentences.
To measure the quantitative behaviour of the subject while doing the task there was selected the S "commonalty ratio" that reveals the relation of the degree of the studied trait in a particular subject to the maximum possible degree of this trait. The S ratio was calculated by the formula:
, with  i -the sum of responses of a particular subject the frequency of which in a healthy group is more than the average;  maz -the total number of a subject's responses (it is constant in the current method). The S ratio changed from 0 to 1; S = 1 corresponded to the best possible behaviour when the subject filled all the gaps with high frequency options.
The distribution of the values of the S ratio, which described the features of semantic hypothesising, differed considerably in the control and experimental groups after the training (p ≤ 0.01). Having compared the individual data and the values of the t-test, we can conclude that anticipation on the level of actualization of individual lexical units (П) among the subjects of the experimental group is on a fairly high level, and as for the anticipation in semantic verbal perception the students had difficulty filling gaps. The experimental group after the experimental impact displayed a tendency to reduce the time spent on the text, on the accuracy of the given options, as well as on the increase of high frequency responses.
Discussion
It has been found out that the initial stage of studying at a higher educational institution is characterized by student-situational anticipatory inconsistency. When conducting additional developmental activities there is a tendency to increase the level of anticipatory abilities of students on a communicative level. There are significant differences in the level of development of anticipatory abilities of students participating in the probabilistic forecasting developmental programme and of the subjects in the control group.
The findings assert that the students at the initial stage of university training are mainly focused on the future when dealing with life's problems and organization life space. The results of the analysis of time perception after www.ccsenet.org/res Review of European Studies Vol. 7, No. 5; 2015 the developmental activities showed that the students experienced qualitative changes in the perception of time that is linked with the reorientation to the present life.
It has also been revealed that the undergraduate students possess an average level of flexibility and critical thinking. Unproductive and spasmodic verbal and cogitative processes are typical for the majority of the subjects which speaks for some infantilism of thinking. By the end of the programme on the development of anticipation on verbal, cogitative and communicative levels there was marked an increase in the productivity of verbal and cogitative processes among the students.
It has been determined that the actualization of certain lexical units by university students at the beginning of training is on sufficient level, the process speech anticipation is characterized by adequacy, namely with a lack of information in a speech situation high or medium frequency words are selected being generated better and faster than the low frequency ones. With regards to the functioning of anticipatory mechanisms in semantic speech perception and actualization of verbal communication, it can be concluded that the subjects of both experimental and control groups had some difficulties-trouble in the process of meaning-making and improper use of Russian lexical units. After the training, it was possible to trace a tendency of increase in the effectiveness of anticipation on the level of semantic hypotheses with an increase in number of high frequency and adequate verbal communication.
Thus, the empirical evidence suggests that the testing of the programme of development of anticipatory abilities of university students on verbal, cogitative and communicative levels was successful; experimentally there was proved the effectiveness of the proposed developmental exercises. Taking into account that adolescence is the most sensitive period for the development of anticipation on the highest levels, inclusion of anticipatory training in the educational process of higher educational establishments is regarded as appropriate.
Conclusion
The results of comparison of the features of verbal anticipation before and after the anticipatory training demonstrate how the development of predictive abilities on verbal, cogitative and communicative levels contributes to a high level of situational adaptability in many different communicative situations. In addition, taking into account the flexibility and integration of core professional competencies, the development of anticipatory abilities is carried out not in isolation but largely determines the high level of education, cognitive and practical activities.
The research has proved the necessity of developing of anticipatory abilities of university students on verbal, cogitative and communicative levels. The training program of future non-science specialists has proved its effectiveness. The qualitative assessment of changes in the ratio of anticipation on verbal and communicative levels allowed to ascertain the productivity of the proposed method.
There has been proved the necessity of consideration and development of anticipatory (prognostic) consistency in the implementation of psycho-pedagogical conditions of formation of professional competence of non-science students and student-teachers in the framework of the educational process of a higher educational institution. One of the aspects of improving the quality of training of future non-science specialists may be the introduction of the theory and practice of prognostication into the academic programme. The task of developing a programme aimed at the development of anticipatory competence and development of anticipatory abilities in speech contains a new evidence-based approach to solving the tasks of psychological ecology and adaptation to the changing environmental conditions.
